CONGO
Manual Amendment

These corrections and additions affect the final Congo Manual (16-50050-101). Please keep this amendment with your Congo Manual.

Inside Front Cover
DIP switch settings and jumpers should read: EPROM Jumper Setting for G11.
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Game ROM 1, (G11) part number is A-5343-50050-1
Music/Speech ROM, (SU2, SU3, SU4) type is 27C080.
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The following Feature Audits are new.
B.4 30 Diamond Champ Credits
B.4 31 Special Mode Starts
B.4 32 Novice Mode
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A.2 20 Novice Mode
The Novice mode lets players choose a skill level (Novice or Regular) using the flippers. Novice play allows the players a one-ball game for a guaranteed amount of time. This setting is good for new players learning the game.

Settings: OFF; 1 min; 1-1/2 min; 2 min; 2-1/2 min; 3 min.
Factory Default: Off

NOTE: Anything other than off adds audit B.4 32 Novice Mode.

A.2 21 Amy Feed Disabled
When this adjustment is set to YES, the game will not operate the "up" direction of the Two-way Popper mechanism. All balls arriving at the Two-way Popper will be ejected in the "down" direction. This adjustment is provided for use when the Amy ramp or the Two-way Popper are broken. The will allow the game to continue playing until the mechanism can be repaired.

Setting: YES, NO
Factory Default: NO

A.2 22 Mini Playfield Disabled
When this adjustment is set to YES, the game will not operate the underground mini-playfield device in game play. This adjustment is provided for use when the mini-playfield is broken or removed from the game. This will allow the game to continue playing until the mechanism can be repaired.

Setting: YES, NO
Factory Default: NO